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A box is a simple view that can draw a border around itself and title itself. It visually groups together other
views, including controls.

Organization of This Document

This topic discusses how to use the NSBox class.

 ■ “Setting a Box’s Subviews” (page 13) describes how to add subviews to a box.

 ■ “Setting a Box’s Title” (page 9) describes how to change the content and appearance of the box’s title.

 ■ “Setting a Box’s Border Appearance” (page 11) describes how to change the appearance of the box’s
border.

 ■ “Using a Box to Create a Separator” (page 15) describes how to create visual separators similar to Carbon’s
theme separator.

If you want to group several elements of the same class together, see Matrices.
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You can have a box with no title or with a title positioned in one of six places. To set the title’s location, use
setTitlePosition: with one of options listed below. By default, it’s NSAtTop.

NSBelowTopNSAtTop
NSAboveTop

NSBelowBottomNSAtBottomNSAboveBottom

NSNoTitle

To set the title’s font, use setTitleFont:. By default, it’s the Control Content font, which you can set in the
Fonts tab of the Appearance panel in the Preferences application. Note that the title appears inside the box,
so changing the size of the font will affect the size of the box’s content rectangle.

To set the title, use setTitle:. By default, it’s “Title”. If the title is longer than the box’s width, the title is
clipped.
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The appearance of an NSBox is set using a combination of the methods setBoxType: and setBorderType:.
By default an NSBox instance is set to use the NSBoxPrimary box type and the NSGrooveBorder border
type.

The appearance in Figure 1 is achieved by calling the method setBorderType: and specifying NSNoBorder
as the box type.

Figure 1 NSBox with no visible border

The appearance in Figure 2 is achieved by calling the method setBorderType: and specifying
NSGrooveBorder as the border type, and calling setBoxType: and specifying NSBoxPrimary as the box
type.

Figure 2 NSBox displaying primary appearance

The appearance in Figure 3 is achieved by calling the method setBorderType: and specifying
NSGrooveBorder as the border type, and calling setBoxType: and specifying NSBoxSecondary as the
box type.
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Figure 3 NSBox displaying secondary appearance

Note that the border appears inside the box and can reduce the amount of space available to the content
rectangle.
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To add a subview to a box, use the typical subview-adding methods, such as addSubview: and
replaceSubview:with:. These NSViews are actually added to the NSBox’s content area, an NSView set
within the NSBox’s frame. NSView’s subview-adding methods are redefined by NSBox to ensure that a subview
is correctly placed in the view hierarchy. However, you should note that the subviewsmethod isn’t redefined:
It returns an NSArray containing a single object, the NSBox’s content view.

The size and location of the content area depends on the NSBox’s border type, title location, the size of the
font used to draw the title, and an additional measure that you can set through the
setContentViewMargins: method. When you create an NSBox, an instance of NSView is created and
added (as a subview of the NSBox object) to fill the NSBox’s content area. If you replace this content view
with an NSView of your own, your NSView will be resized to fit the content area. Similarly, as you resize an
NSBox its content view is automatically resized to fill the content area.
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An NSBox instance can be used to create a visual separator between controls, as shown in Figure 1. This is
the Cocoa equivalent of the Carbon theme separator.

Figure 1 Examples of vertical and horizontal separators

Calling the method setBoxType: and specifying NSBoxSeparator as the box type will configure the
receiving NSBox instance to display as a separator.

The separator will be drawn centered in the view, and oriented along the longest axis of the view. If the
bounds of the NSBox are equal, then the separator is drawn in a horizontal orientation.

The example code in Listing 1 demonstrates how to create visual separators.

Listing 1 Example code to create visual separators

// create a horizontally oriented separator
NSBox *horizontalSeparator=[[NSBox alloc] 
initWithFrame:NSMakeRect(15.0,250.0,250.0,1.0)];
[horizontalSeparator setBoxType:NSBoxSeparator];

// create a vertically oriented separator
NSBox *verticalSeparator=[[NSBox alloc] 
initWithFrame:NSMakeRect(250.0,15.0,1.0,250.0)];
[verticalSeparator setBoxType:NSBoxSeparator];
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This table describes the changes to Boxes.

NotesDate

Updated “Setting a Box’s Border Appearance” (page 11) to reflect Aqua Human
Interface Guidelines.

2003-02-15

Added “Using a Box to Create a Separator” (page 15) task.2003-02-12

Revision history was added to existing topic. It will be used to record changes
to the content of the topic.

2002-11-12
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